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The ingress of the Sun into Cancer 

each year marks the June Solstice. 

This is when the Sun reaches its 

most northerly declination and day-

light hours north of the equator are 

longest, while we in the south ex-

perience our longest hours of dark-

ness. This is an especially potent 

Solstice chart with Mercury and 

Mars opposing Saturn and Pluto 

which are all tied into the nodal ax-

is. Neptune is within an hour of its 

exact station in this chart, giving us 

pause to consider our aspirations, 

dreams and visions. Beliefs and 

spirituality are also the domain of 

Neptune, which gives free rein to 

the imagination.  

This chart highlights competing 

commitments, work vs home du-

ties, career vs family responsibilities 

and what we really aspire to. Con-

tinued page 6... 



A new global agenda is becoming evident 

as the Pluto-Saturn conjunction narrows 

and approaches exactness. The nodal 

axis also being involved speaks to the 

importance of the connections and 

commitments we make at this time, 

both at a personal level, and in our rela-

tionship to the wider world. 

With Mars in Cancer as well, about to oppose Sat-

urn and Pluto and join the nodal axis, there is like-

ly to be a heavy workload to attend to, with a 

number of additional responsibilities over and 

above the norm.  

The coming month is likely to be focused on the 

tasks and duties we have to manage so it’s im-

portant to be organised. Schedules and agendas 

will be helpful in managing your to-do list.  

Gemini New Moons are often hectic and full of 

social activities as well, so it will be vital to pace 

yourself and manage your time well. 

Pluto’s involvement with Saturn tells us that this is 

a time for restructuring. That may mean letting go 

or delegating as well as starting fresh.  

Every  conjunction, especially major ones like this 

are a time for new starts but are also the end of a 

long cycle as well. Endings and beginnings char-

acterise the coming few months. 

gemini new moon 



Gift idea 

Order your 2019 calendar now  Printed version or download. 

New! 

Zodiac Drink Coasters! 

Order your set 

Featuring unique zodiac designs cre-
ated by the late George Finey. 

Handcrafted by Michele Finey 

Discover the beautiful   
cosmic choreography of     

Venus and Mars  

and how it illuminates the 
deepest patterns of your 

relationships. 

https://celestialinsight.com.au/product/astrology-calendar/
https://celestialinsight.com.au/product/zodiac-drink-coasters-12/
http://celestialinsight.com.au/product/the-sacred-dance-of-venus-and-mars/


The intensity ramps up at this Sagittarius Full 

Moon, just days out from the June Solstice. 

There are powerful oppositions active in this chart 

and in the Solstice chart. 

The Saturn-Pluto conjunction engages with the 

Nodal Axis, with Saturn only a degree away. 

These key stellar players are opposed by Mercury, 

Mars and asteroid Pallas Athena. At the same 

time Jupiter and the Moon will be shining brightly 

close together, and Neptune is squaring Jupiter 

almost exactly. 

All this points towards this being a very full on 

Full Moon. On the one hand it signals some en-

joyment and fulfilment, but the tendency to es-

cape from responsibilities is high. The responsibil-

ities we have committed to may be felt to be on-

erous, or impossible to manage.  

Time gets away quickly and yet there are still 

many duties to perform. In the end, some may 

simply decide that it’s all too hard. Del-

egating may be a good option, provid-

ed that we can find the right people 

who are responsible.    

It’s important now to strike and balance 

between home and work duties. There 

will be much to attend to. 

Sagittarius full moon  



 

 

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams 
and doodles together in this easy to 

use Zodiac Organiser.  

~ 

Divided into 12 sections, one for 
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a 
place for every aspect of your life.   

From Affirmations to Adventure, from 
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to 

Health, there is a spot for everything.  

~ 

Best of all, it will be easy to find your 
notes again later when you need 

them! 

The Zodiac Organiser 

Place an order 

 $19.95  

plus postage 

https://celestialinsight.com.au/product/the-zodiac-organiser/


From Page 1. 

There is also a Venus-Jupiter opposition in this Sol-

stice chart, which adds to the self-indulgent and es-

capist tendencies of the stationary Neptune. 

Opposition aspects often play out in relationships, 

not just with our significant ‘other’ but with all kinds 

of relationships, including family connections and 

business associations.  

Signs that oppose one another are of compatible el-

ements, but have the same quality. Signs of the same 

quality are in conflict as they evoke tense square and 

opposition aspects. As a rule oppositions are easier 

than squares as they do have compatible elements. 

But cardinal opposition aspects Cancer-Capricorn 

and Aries-Libra, stir conflicts associated with our 

commitments. Cardinal signs like to take the initiative 

and make decisions. They are also signs of leader-

ship, so cardinal conflicts tend to play out when we 

have over committed ourselves, or when our person-

al agendas conflict with those of others, or we have 

two competing options that we cannot prioritise. 

Sometimes we over-commit ourselves. 

Fixed sign oppositions Taurus-Scorpio and Leo-

Aquarius can deteriorate into fixed feuds, where nei-

ther party is willing to compromise or give ground. 

This can result in considerable tension and a stale-

mate situation. 

Mutable oppositions, Gemini-Sagittarius and Virgo-

Pisces are somewhat less stressful, being of the mu-

table element which is more adaptable,  however 

they can result in misunderstandings and confusion. 

Lines of communication can become crossed and 

things can get a bit crazy.  

When we have opposition transits such as the many 

that are in this Solstice chart, we are often pulled in 

two or more directions at once. Competing values 

and priorities, misunderstandings and relationship 

problems can arise. This chart does not have any 

fixed oppositions, so the challenges inherent in this 

Ingress are more manageable than they otherwise 

would be. 

The key to managing oppositions, be they natal or 

transits, is to communicate and listen.  Be open to 

different ideas and perspectives. 

Opposition aspects 



 

These two volumes  

feature years of my  

research and  

published articles.  

Available for Download. 

Products and Services  

 

 

Astrology Calendar 

Books  

The Zodiac Organiser 

Zodiac Drink Coasters 

Webinars and Presentations  

More zodiac gifts and products  

Original Artwork 

  

 

Michele Finey 

+61 (0) 434 356534  

 mfiney@cinsight.com.au  

www.celestialinsight.com.au 

Order your  

2019 calendars now.. 
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http://www.redbubble.com/shop/michele+finey
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